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A BSTRACT

This article questions the claim that in Romania, the post-1990 period was one of radically greater freedom in religious matters, as well as greater religiosity on the part
of the population. Instead, it suggests that continuity better encapsulates the development of religiosity-religious beliefs and their embodiment in specific practicesamong Orthodox Christians in Romania in the twentieth century. It also makes visible
important imbalances, gaps, and faulty assumptions about the importance of instih1tions in the daily religious practices and beliefs of most Orthodox populations in the
historiography on Orthodoxy in Romania. Scholars have failed to see continuities and
l1ave embraced analytical frameworks that stress change, especially around the communist takeover period (1945- 1949) and the fall of comm1u1ism (1989-1990). Central to
re-evaluating this trajectory arc two aspects of Orthodoxy in Romania: (1) most believers live in the countryside; and (2) ,.vomen have remained central to tl1e development
and maintenance of religious practices in ways that cannot be accounted for through
any institutional analysis of the Orthodox Church, because of its both implicit and
explicit misogyny.
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Of Continuity and Change
Some of my oldest memories from childhood are linked to the dark tall cupolas, strong
incense, and cold, drafty air of the churches where my grandmother, who had been
raised as a deeply religious person in her small village near Oradea, would take me
on Saturday mornings to have colivii blessed by the priest. 1 I kne¼' close to nothing
about Christianity, but I loved eating colivii, knew it was special and that I should say
a prayer2 and the name of our relative for whom it had been prepared when accepting
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it. I also knew to be quiet and lower my head before the priest. Starting at age seven
I often went into churches on my ovvn, especially on the way home from school. My
school was five minutes from the Patriarchy and from another old church in downtown Bucharest, Sf. Vineri [St Frid.ay], located across the street from the Theological
Institute.3 Most of the time, these churches ,vere practically empty. At most a few older
women dressed in black would sit on the hard seats along the walls of the pronaos4
(seldom anywhere close to the altar) or would be in the area where candles for the living and the dead would bum- praying, lighting a candle, or standing around crying.
Had I not been introduced to religion by my grandmother and thus become comfortable v.rith and curious about Orthodoxy, I probably would have never ki1own or cared
much about this aspect of life in Romania. My city-dwelling parents were both nonreligious, and at most engaged in the once-a-year ritual of going to Easter midnight
mass, an event more social and culinary (the mass would always be followed by a
great feast) than spiritual in how they approached it.
The experience of religious life and institutions of the urban generations growing
up under full-fledged Romanian communism (those born in the 1960s) was similarly
mediated by either the presence of an older relative - most likely a grandmother who,
being retired, 5 had the time to both see to religious rites and also take care of small
children- or by the absence of such an important force, and thus more vaguely aware
of religious customs and beliefs.6 Religious rites and self-identification existed somewhere within the normal range of referents in one's life, an institution one could easily comprehend and accept in terms of important rites of passage and ritual. Yet for
many children growing up in urban environments during this period, Orthodoxy was
not powerfully present, nor clearly situated in relationship with other aspects of our
life - playing, friendship, school, dreams for the future, vacations. Religiosity, however, vvas a different business. One learned (or not) to pray at home, and to id.entify
principles of belief- faith in God, fear, respect, love- rather informally and through
one's family circle. Sunday school, weekly church attendance, a programmatic relationship to the Church as an institution and to learning its theology and internalizing
its principles was not something I experienced or saw evidence of among most of my
urban cogenerationists v\7ho were officially Orthodox, meaning that they had actually
been baptized in an Orthodox cl1urch (most often before the age of two).7
Therefore, the growing presence of the Orthodox Church since 1990 in the daily
lives of all citizens in Romania, from ritual and personal involvement in activities of the
Church to compulsory religious education and a vast presence of the Church in mass
media 8 seems like an important change in religion and religiosity in postcommu.nist
Romania.9 Many scholars, from theologians to political scientists and anthropologists,
have viewed the end of communism as a break in the development of Orthodoxy in
the former Soviet bloc. They identified the post-1990 period as one of radically greater
freedom in religious matters, as well as greater religiosity on the part of the population.10 This article questions this claim, made both explicitly and implicitly in some
of the existent scholarship, 11 and instead suggests that continuity better encapsulates
much of the development of religiosity-religious beliefs and their embodiment in
specific practices-among Orthodox Christians in Romania in the twentieth century.12
Implicitly, my argument also suggests that secularization in this country has not been
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tied as much to the relationship between the communist regime and the Orthodox
Church as some have claimed.13 I also make visible important imbalances, gaps, and
faulty assumptions about the importance of institutions in the daily religious practices
and beliefs of most Orthodox populations in the historiography on Orthodoxy in Romania. Because of inadequate focus on practices on the ground, scholars have failed
to see continuities and have embraced analytical frameworks that stress change, especially around the communist takeover period (1945-1949) and the fall of communism
(1989- 1990). Central to re-evaluating this trajectory are two aspects of Orthodoxy in
Romania: (1) most believers live in the countryside; and (2) women have remained
central to the development and maintenance of religious practices in ways that cannot be accounted through any institutional analysis of the Orthodox Church, because
of its both implicit and explicit misogyny.14 My article suggests an agenda for further
research on this topic.

The History and Historiography of Orthodoxy before 1945
Continuity as a trope of understanding religiosity during the communist period can
only be fully articulated by lookil1g at a longer period of time preceding 1945. The
history of the Romanian Orthodox Churcl1 identifies it as one of the oldest markings
of "Romanianness" north of the Danube, starting in the seventh century A.D.15 Much
of the history of the Church during the middle ages and early modern period stresses
the importance of continuity under duress of the institution and also of the practices
linked to it. Evidence of such continuity is often linked to the presence of religious
funerary symbols, to oral history and folklore, as well as rituals described in historical
sources starting in the early m.o dern period, focusing especially on birth, marriages,
and death.16 Such claims and evidentiary basis served the nationalists of the nineteenth
and early twentieth century well. These intellectuals, many of whom were clergy or
educated through religious institutions, wished to craft a sense of Romanian identity closely linked to the Orthodox Church, through a Janus-faced process of separating ethnic Romanians from other religious-linguistic groups livil1g in the Romanian
Principalities and Trai1sylva11ia (such as Bulgarians, Jews, Russians, Roma, Germans,
Protestants, Catholics, Ukrainians, and Hungaria.I1S), as well as unifying them around
a common set of beliefs and practices.17
The claim of equating Romanianness with Orthodoxy could not be sustained
through institutional-based links, as many Romanian populations, especially in Transylvania and the Banat, had lived for centuries outside of direct connection with the
Orthodox Patriarchates of Ohrid, Constantinople, and Moscow. 18 Many of these populations had not been overseen by priests, did not have the privilege of worshiping in
churches - unless they made pilgrimages to places '"'here such churches existed, and
were not in the direct care of a church bureaucracy as part of parishes and bishoprics. 19
Many Orthodox priests were regularly harassed in the Habsburg Empire and a majority had the barest education, while some remained illiterate and thus unable to function as active participants in an institution that relied almost exclusively on written
documents for its official existence.20
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In short, for a majority of Orthodox Christians, themselves overwhelmingly illiterate until the tvventieth century, religious identity was linked primarily to traditional
rituals learned locally from the older generation and passed down primarily by lay
believers throu.gh food, clothing, and feasting, which women generally coordinated
among rural communities.21 The gendered aspect of religious acculturation and transmission of rituals from one generation to the next has not been the focus of much interest in Romania, though scholars of Orthodoxy else,vhere (especially anthropologists
and folklorists) have drawn attention to the central role women played in everyday
religiosity. 22 For Romania, a handful of studies have begun to draw attention to the
ways in vvhich wome11 were central i11 botl1 e11acti11g and educating younger generations about rituals centered on religious holidays and rites of passage (birth/baptism,
marriage, death), and blending pagan and dogmatic elements.23 Food in particular, as
a central component of both proper engagement with the liturgy and the cult of the
dead, has continued to be women's domain. The priest played an important role in
blessing food in order to endow it with its symbolic Christian meaning, but in most
rural areas, until the twentieth century, the priest was not always there to perform this
role. Yet ritualistic food, as suggested by ethnographic evidence from the turn of the
twentieth century, was an integral part of how Orthodox Christians in Romania understood religious rituals and norms. 24
Traditionally, other elements of the cult of the dead, such as wailing, preparing
the body for funeral, and proper memorial rituals that continue for seven years after
a person's death, were also overwhelmingly the responsibility of women, both customarily and normatively. In the most impressive analysis of rites of passages among
populations living in Romania and Transylvania (and focusing almost exclusively on
Orthodox Christians) published at the turn of the twentieth centu.ry, the author identified women's participation in death rituals as an art - something to be learned and
perfected from one generation to the next- as well as something exclusively female.25
For instance, wailers were to be 01uy women, and if the deceased did not happen to
have any immediate female kin, female neighbors and friends were to perform this
role. Considering the fact that most of the people involved in the very complex rituals
and incantations to be performed were illiterate, the conti11uity of such precise and
normatively inscribed gender roles is striking. It points to the ce11trality of such issues
in the everyday life of a rural community, and in particular in women's lives, who, as
described by Romanian scholar Simion Florea Marian, seemed to have spent a great
deal of their lives learning and performing such religious rituals, taught primarily by
the older generation of women that surrounded them. If, in addition, one also remembers the importance of patrilocality among these women - they tended to follow their
husbands after getting married, so would have to leave behind some learned rituals
and traditions and learn new ones to pass them down to their own daughters and
daughters-in-law- the life-long learning process of engaging with religious rituals
and local traditio11s becomes an even more impressive feat. 26
Scholars examining religiosity among Orthodox peasants, from current studies
to tl1ose produced a century ago, go so far as to claim tl1at there is such an entity as
a Peasant Church.27 In a recent study, Costin Nicolescu states that "the Ancient Law
[capitalized in the original] of the Romanians has grown from the new law of love and
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of grace professed b)' Christ, without actually identifying directly with it [the new
law] . In addition, the Ancient Law comprises the whole ensemble of spiritual gestures
that refer to the practice of living Christianity, with the proper specific details (national,
regional, local, etc.), which enrich it in multiple ways, through force and authenticity,
its forms of expression." 28 In this narrative "authenticity" and the "national'' speak
to the author's specific nationalist assumptions about religious practice and identity.
Yet wl1.at emerges from this and other similar studies of theology is an awe and recognition of the importance of popular traditions and rural practices in giving specific
shape to what Orthodoxy came to mean in the culture of much of the population that
inhabited the Romanian Principalities and Transylvania.29
The fate of the Orthodox Church as an institution central to the politics of modem
Romania was closely related to its own long-standing principle of symphonia-the harmonious coexistence of the Church as an institution of spiritual authority alongside
the institution of the Byzantine emperor as representing state authority in the preOttoman period (before 1453).30 Under the Ottoman millet system the Orthod.ox Church
continued to retain important elements of autonomy also by working with the sultan.
In the Romanian Principalities (Wallachia and Moldova), which were never directly
under Ottoman control, by the 1860s the Orthodox Church was the largest single landowner and greatly benefited from tax exemptions and other legal privileges. Rulers
adamant about curbing the great power of this institution, especially Alexandru loan
Cuza (r. 1859-1864), succeeded only in part in reducing the Orthodox Church's privileges. Cuza forced the Church to close down many monasteries and nationalized the
lands they controlled, but he was soon ousted.31 Subsequent rulers, including the first
king of Romania, Charles I (r. 1864-1916), adopted a more respectful attitude of noninvolvement in internal Chu.rch affairs together with paying homage to the Church as
an important national institution.
It is unclear to what extent such institutional struggles over land and economic
power/privilege resonated with Orthodox believers. Social elites (the boyar class) were
interested in understanding the issue from their position of privileged landowners
and with an eye toward possible land reforms that affected them.32 Many of the populations who had been working on Orthodox-owned lands were relieved to 11.ave the
harsh regime of the Church administrators removed, but it is not clear that tl1.e alternatives were significantly better.33 By and large, the lessening of the Church's economic
power meant that in the countryside priests and the parishes they oversaw had fewer
goods flowing from the Church to the community and had to depend more heavily
on the generosity of an overwhelmingly poor and uneducated population. Religiosity
remained thus closely (and possibly even more so) connected to traditional practices
of the community rather than to rituals and practices overseen directly by an educated
clergy.34 Away from the center of political and economic institutional struggles, religious life continued relatively unchanged. Ho,-vever, the image of popular religiosity
in relationship to the institutional changes affecting the Church in the ni11.eteenth century remains blurry and demands more sustained focus by scholars.
Romania's victory at the end of World War I enabled King Ferdinand (r. 1914-1927)
and especially Queen Marie (r. 1914- 1938), both converts to Orthodoxy, to position
themselves as overseers and embodiments of Orthodoxy as national religion in Roma-
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nia.35 The Liberal and Peasant parties worked to include nods toward religious freedom/
toleration in the postwar Constitution (1923), as both parties had sizeable non-Orthodox
populations (especially Jews and respectively Greek Catholics) among their ranks.36 The
dynastic and war official commemorations of the interwar period marked the close connection between the Romanian state and Orthodoxy and reinforced it, cleverly incorporating many elements of popular religiot1s practice, as a means to gain support among
the population and sustain legitimacy through such cultural-religious alignments.37
Yet, even as the religious institutions of Greater Romania afforded the Orthodox Church a central privileged position, there is evidence that, especially in rural
areas, religious customs of Orthodox believers continued unabated and at times in
tension or even conflict with centrally mandated practices. For instance, in dictating
the use of the modern (Julian) calendar, the central authorities came in conflict with
the Gregorian calendar used in many rural areas in determining religious holidays.38
The transformation of certain religious holidays - most prominently the Ascension,
into national holidays - also brought about various reactions on the part of Orthodox
believers. Although some participated compliantly in these commemorations, others
paid only scant attention or ignored the Bucharest dictates regarding the specific types
of ceremonies to be performed on that day.39 Many sa,,v the over-imposing of the H eroes Day onto the clearly demarcated holiday of the Ascension as simply an addition
of names of those who fell in World War I to the commemoration of the local dead
that was customary for Ascension. This minimized any significant change in ritual,
religious practice, and signification of the holiday along any martial nationalist lines.40
In other words, seeing the growing prominence of the Orthodox Church in state rituals is to some extent a misleading indicator of general changes in patterns of behavior
among the population. There is more evidence of substantial impact among religious
minorities, who were offend.e d by this tvvo-tiered relationship with the Romanian state
and resented having to bow to the Orthodox Church through presumably secular rituals, such as H eroes Day. Catholics, Jews, and Protestants often resisted the Romanian
state's mandates to treat what were Orthodox religious holidays as their own civic
holidays, and often chose to simply ignore orders to participate in such rituals. 41
Another equally important aspect of the relationship between the rising prominence of the Orthodox Church as a state-supported institution a11d religiosity among
believers is church attendance. Before 1918, many Orthodox parishes in what would
became Greater Romania did not have their own priests, especially in Transylvania,
because the aggressive policy of Magyarization after 1867 made it difficult to sustain
Orthodox churches and parishes, as they received no support (directly or through
tax benefits) from the state, unlike all other religious denominations, including the
Uniates. 42 Therefore, church attendance was somewl1at of a mis-measure of religiosity, especially in areas where priests were not assigned to parishes. However, after
1918, the Romanian state spent a lot of money to begin building and restoring many
churches and to train sufficient number of priests for the large Orthodox population in
the country. 43 By 1940, even with over 10,000 churches and other places of worship in
place, and with more than 8,500 priests and 10,500 cai1tors employed by the Church,
church attendance among Orthodox believers was low. Only 10 percent of the flock
attended church at least once a week.44
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The meaning of this statistic is difficult to ascertain qualitatively (and even quantitatively) with any degree of nuance, as we are not privy to the methods employed
to arrive at this number, nor the breakdown of the population along regional, gender,
class, and rural/urban lines. H ovvever, based. on my ovvn research on the commemorative practices developed and continued during the interwar period, I posit that the rural population had a higher than 10 percent rate of attendance, for reasons that pertain
to existing traditions, work patterns, and proximity of the place of worship. Women
tended to attend church on Saturdays, for services dedicated to the memory of dead
relatives, and for regular mass on Sunday. They also tended to participate i11 baptisms,
weddings, and funerals, often for people who were not members of their own families.
Men would more often attend Sunday mass and some of the rites of passage, but less
often than women. Still, on average, male and female adults tended to go to church
more than once a week. The proximity of places of worship to where most people lived
also meant that the elderly could in fact attend church with less difficulty than in many
u rban settings.
In the meantime, urban dwellers, especially given their small percentage out of
the total population (between 15 and 20 percent), had a significantly lower than 10
percent rate of attendance for reasons that have to deal with accessibility and comfort
with specific settings. Many urban inhabitants were first generation ai1d were more
comfortable attending services that looked and felt like their rural l1omes. The Village
Museum, inaugurated in Bucharest in the 1920s, served as an alternative for some newcomers to the metropolis. Young men and women could be seen on Sunday mornings
making their way to the remote location of the museum, but this was not an option
for those with small children and poor, as public transportation was for the relatively
privileged in that era. 45 The urban rate can be gleaned anecdotally also from the scarce
mention in newspapers and personal accounts of religious events.46
Another important difference in church attendance is along gender lines. It is difficult to assess precisely how much more often women attended church than men, but
reports from religious war commemorations, pilgrimages, photos, as well as ongoing
practices suggest tl1at women attended church more often than men. 47 Women contributed actively (and essentially) to many commemorative rituals, especially regarding
the cult of the dead, by preparing ritualistic meals and donations, as well as lists of the
dead to be read in church by priests.48 Considering the importance of the cult of the
dead in Orthodoxy and the weekly Saturday liturgies dedicated to commemorating
the dead, it is not far-fetched to claim that most active women Orthodox believers attended church at least twice a week- Sundays and often Saturdays, as well as on important holidays.49 Based on these speculative calculations, I believe that by the end of
the interwar period, the Orthodox population had become less religious in a differentiated manner, with urban populations and men in particular much further along the
path toward secularization, while women, especially rural ones, continued religious
practices much more in an unaltered fashion as they had done before 1918.
Historians of religion in Eastern Europe have generally been uninterested in the
phenomenon of popular religion in terms of the gender dimensions of specific practices.50 Evidence to consider this issue is sparse at best. Yet the issue of how particular
traditions and the meanings ascribed to them became entrenched and continued to
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be so over a long period of time into the twentieth centur)' is one that needs to be addressed. We cannot assume that Orthodoxy existed as a living religion in the Romanian
lands in the premodern periods simply because there was a Metropolitanate in Bu.charest, Iasi, or Sibiu, and that a sizeable number of priests served in chu.rches throughout
the country. One has to look at the local level and. in the area of material culture and
ethnographic/folkloric evidence to understand this phenomenon of continuity.

The Orthodox Church under Communism (1945-1989)
The communist takeover has to be seen within the larger narrative of the modem
period, in terms of both institutional relations with the state and of the differentiated
declining religiosity evident at the beginning of World War II. The narrative of the Orthodox Church u.nd.e r communism has varied greatly depending on who has crafted it
and on whose behalf. Theologians and opponents of the communist regime in Romania as a brutal atheist state have focused on the aggressive curbing of religious freedom in Romania by looking at the imprisonment of large numbers of priests, monks,
and nuns, as well as the infiltration of the clergy by the secret police and demolition
of places of worship especially in the 1980s.51 Critics of the Orthodox Church prefer to
focus on the large degree of compliance on the part of priests through the Securitate.
Other critical voices also focus on the takeover by the Orthodox Church of all u ·ruate
assets after the latter was folded into the Orthodox Church in 1948.52
A more balanced view of the relationship between the Church hierarchy and the
communist regime has begun to develop in recent years. In its 2006 Final Report, the
Presidential Commission for the Study of the Crimes of Communism provides a narrative of religious oppression and compliance in communist Romania. The report highlights the early abuses of the Romanian Communist Party against priests and religious
institutions and also makes visible the extent to which the Romanian Orthodox Church
was able to achieve a more autonomous and stable position by the 1960s, in clear contrast to other religious denominations such as the Baptists or the Uniates.53 More recently, Lucian Leu§tean has offered an even-handed and well-documented ai1alysis of
how Orthodox Church leaders negotiated this position of autonomy.54 Leu§tean sees
the techniques and results of the Orthodox Church in harmony and continuity with
the tradition of symphonia, rather than as a break with the past.

Everyday Religiosity and Gender under Communism
Missing from these accounts and from much of the scholarly framing of studies on
the fate of the Orthodox Church under communism is the question of ,-vhat happened
to the religiosity of Orthodox believers in the institutional context of early violence
against outspoken believers or later in the context of compliance and even active work
with the secret police. The Presidential Commission is silent on this matter, preferring
to focus only on the exceptional fate of well-known priests and religious dissidents.55
Leu§tean frames his questions in terms of institutional relations between the Church
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and the communist regime. We are, therefore, left wondering what was happening on
the ground.
Some evidence about religiosity among Orthodox Christians comes from anthropological research such as Gail Kligman's outstanding Wedding of the Dead. Her research shows a great degree of continuity (while acknowledging significant change)
from before the communist period in terms of rural practices surrounding the cult of
the dead among the Orthodox: ''Although the state operates according to Marxist principles, village life continues according to traditional principles, among ,-vhich religion
is a guiding force." 56 Katherine Verdery's Political Lives of Dead Bodies also l1ints at continuities in religious practices.57 The many Romanian eth11ographers wl10 wrote about
"popular" traditions under the communist regime, as they could not write openly
about popular Christianity, also attested to the continuity of such practices.58 In addition, a growing oral history literature since 1990 has enriched the picture of localized
religious practices.59 The Museum of the Romanian Peasant, created in 1990, as well
as the more traditional Village Museums in Bucharest, Sibiu, and Cluj are all products
of the interwar period obsession with the "vitality" of peasant culture. They have focused significantly on religious rituals and practices in the countryside and have visually narrated these practices as continuously sustained- even during the communist
period - through grassroots local traditions, rather than any specific i11stitutional links
with the Church or political regi1ne. 60
These studies and visual narratives suggest that the countryside remained somewhat removed from the struggles over authority and integrity that the Orthodox
Church engaged in at the center of political power.61 This is not to say that villagers were ignorant of or uncaring about, for instance, the imprisonment of priests or
the infiltration of the clergy by the Securitate. In many informal conversations I have
had over time with Orthodox believers, I heard strong opinions about the local priest,
whom many suspected of being a collaborator of the Securitate, and thus avoided
personally. But that seldom meant outright rejection of Orthodoxy.62 Uniates who had
been forced to go underground or, as an alternative, attend Orthodox Churches, were
far more critical of the Church as an institution.63 Yet they were not speaking on behalf
of secularization, but rather on behalf of a different kind of religiosity. My own grandmother occasionally "shopped around" churches in Bucharest in search of priests who
were less overtly compliant, b ut never quit attending church on the grounds of the
priest's corruption by the communist regime.
In an oral history project conducted in 2009- 2010, together with three other collaborators I interviewed over a hundred women from urban and rural backgrounds
in the H unedoara county. They ranged from in ages from mid-forties to mid-eighties
and in educational/professional/economic backgrounds - from uneducated peasants
to doctors, business entrepreneurs, and teachers. Of this cross-section of Romanian
society, a majority not only self-identified religiously (overwhelmingly Orthodox), but
they also expressed strong opinions about what the Churcl1 was a11d is or is not doing
right. In other words, religiosity and the Orthodox Church were topics they wanted to
engage with and they obviously thought abou t. Although these interviews took place
twenty years after the end of communism, and it is obvious that these two decades
have influenced the respondents' views on religiosity and the Orthodox Church in
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particular, some of their references suggested a longer process of self-identification
with the Church:
Back then [under communism] vve weren't allowed but I made time, I made
time to go [to church], my husband would take me, but somehow he wasn't
really all that .. . religious, but he liked to take me; if I said "you know, I would
like to go to Easter mass somewhere," he would get in the car and drive me,
so he respected my religious beliefs ... Back then we used to go in hiding ...
When I had to join the Party, we were forbidden to go to church, but if I felt
like it, I would still go who knows where and I didn't care, I would go more
seldom, but still went. 64
In addition to underscoring the difficulty and fear associated with church attendance in relation to Communist Party membership, the quote above also exemplifies gender differences in church attendance. An interesting aspect of this narrative,
which is not a-typical of other personal reflections on ways in which the Party attempted to curb religiosity, is that the description reflects a remembrance of fear of
retribution, even as documentary evidence from Party archives suggests that such
retribution was not as common from the 1960s on as it had been before. Most of the
people we spoke with were in fact of generations tl1at had not lived through the 1940s
and early 1950s.
Other respondents also suggested interesting cross-religious attendance and traditions. A couple who were Protestant (he) and Catholic (she), spoke of keeping two Easters (Catholic and Orthodox) and participating in funerals and baptisms in the local
Orthodox Church because their neighbors were Orthodox.65 By contrast, one respondent spoke about self-identifying as an Orthod.ox, but attending a specific Catholic
church in Hunedoara "because many years ago I was searching, I think I vvas sixteen
[that ,'\'ould have been in 1985] and I was searching for a path and I wanted to find
answers to some questions, and this was the church that gave me the answers I needed
at that time." 66
Overall, those "''ho self-identified as regular cl1urchgoers spoke of difficulties in
practicing religious traditions in public under communism and of greater church attendance since then, but they also identified religious holidays (of which there are at
least one per week in the Orthodox calendar) as important times \'\'hen they used to
go to church, in addition to Sundays. In terms of gendered involvement in religious
holidays, they also identified men as being far less involved than women in keeping
traditions alive both at home and in any kind of public fashion .
These observations help us better understand an apparently surprising statistic.
In 1990, after half a century of tough atheistic communist dictatorship, church attendance of at least once a week among the Orthodox in Romania was at 20 percent, up
10 percent from 1940.67 lt is not clear what methods were used to measure attendance,
and hovv to disaggregate this number. But even if we allow for a wide margin of error
and for differences between the methods employed in the 1940 statistics and the 1990
ones, church attendance went up, not down, under an aggressively atheist regime that
placed thousands of priests in prison.
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Other important numbers can enhance our understanding of religiosity under the
communist regime, with a pronounced gendered quality:
Table 1. Orthodox Monasteries in Romania (1938-1957)

year
monks
nuns
m.onasteries monks
monasteries nuns

1938
1638
2549
119
35

1949
1528
3807
122
56

1957
1773
4041
113
77

Source: Leu~tean, Orthodoxy, 204.

This table highlights some little known developments that no scholar, to my knowledge, has tried to analyze in terms of gender differences. To begin with, most evidently,
the nu.mber of people embracing religious orders grew significantly in the two decades
from 1938 to 1957. At the height of the purges in the communist bloc, the number of
monks and nuns allowed to take religious vows ,-vas growing. It is hard to analyze
this data in terms of motivation of the people joining monasteries. But it is clear that,
despite outspoken atheism and purges among the clergy, the Orthodox Church had a
great deal of autonomy in replenishing the numbers of its dedicated clergy.
Second, and least known and analyzed of all, the number of nuns in Romanian
monasteries grew much faster and was far larger than the number of monks. In addition, one is struck by how this significant disparity (a ratio of more than 2:1 nuns
to monks by 1957) is reflected negatively in the number of monasteries dedicated to
nuns versus monks. The number of m.o nks stayed relatively flat over the two decades,
as did the number of monasteries where they resided, so that the occupancy ratio goes
from 14:1 to 16:1 between 1938 and 1957. This ratio also indicates that m.o nks lived in
relatively small monasteries and were likely assisted by the local population. By contrast, the ratio of nuns to monasteries declir1es from 73:1 to 53:1 during the same time
period. Even with this decline, it is clear that far more nuns crowded into individual
monasteries than monks.
The disparity in occupancy rate is so huge that it begs for a11 explanation. The
size of monasteries may be an explanation, though not all or even a majority of nuns'
monasteries were larger in size than those inhabited by monks. On the contrary, some
of the largest and best-known monasteries in Romania are occupied by monks. Another possible explanation would be the inability of the Orthodox Church to obtain approval for building more women's monasteries to keep up with the growing number
of women taking the veil.68
I would venture to suggest a few other important elements, all pointing tovvard
the masculinist privileges that have defined many institutional practices of the Orthodox Church over time. Privacy has been deemed essential to monks' ability to focus
on their religious practices of meditation, praying, and writing; however, the same has
not been the case with nuns. 69 They are more often asked to reside in shared lodgings
(several nuns in a cell) and their religious practice is more directly identified with
active, public, and communal activities. Nuns are expected to prepare food, work in
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the fields, sew, and do artisanal work (especially textile and decorative arts, such as
weaving, embroidery, and painting eggs, but rarely icon painting).70 These may be important reasons why solitary living is not considered important for and by nuns, and
why they tend to live in much larger co.m munities than monks. Of course, the issue of
personal safety, being protected from the threat of sexual assault, was also a prominent
reason for nuns' placement i.rl communal quarters.71 However, a solid understanding of the reasons behind these gendered disparities demands more sustained ethnographic and sociological research.
The expone11tial growth of women taking the veil during the communist period
may be viewed by some as a disco11tinuity. I choose to interpret it differently, and
connect it to the existing religiosity among women especially in the countryside, in
connection to some of the problems of adjustment of the rural population to the comm unist regime's economic and social policies. Obviously, a desire to serve the Church
and live a religiously committed life was an important component. Yet other socioeconomic elements with pronounced gendered aspects played a role as well. Educational and economic opportunities did ind.e ed open up a great d.eal for women under
communism, but these opportunities were not al,-vays accessible (or perceived as such)
to rural inhabitants. In order to p1.1rsue a high school or vocational school, rural children had to be removed from their environment and live in cities where they had no
relatives or friends. Schools often had campus housing, but conditions were not appealing.72 Although this is a conjectural link, I believe that the difficulties of such paths
of empowerment for women in the countryside pushed them and their families toward making different decisions, especially for those who were deeply religious. With
collectivization taking away one's means for subsistence in the countryside,73 families
with more than one child, and especially more than one daughter had to consider ways
in which they could secure a future for their offspring. Joining a monastery was an option that suggested the lessening of financial burdens for the parents (dowries vvere
and remain an important expensive custom in the countryside), as well as security for
the young woman becoming a nun. Therefore, this phenomenon of growing numbers
of nuns during communist Romania seems likely to be connected to both an ongoing
religiosity among women in the countryside, as well as drastic cl1anges brought about
by the communist regime in especially the economy and education.

Conclusions
What do these numbers mean for our understanding of religion in Romania in the
twentieth century? The most obvious observation to make initially is that the narrative of the institution of the Church (from underdog, to privileged state-supported
religion, to censored and communist infiltrated institution) does not match the narrative of religiosity (from intense, to declining, to growing again under communism)
among believers. On the contrary, one might surmise that in the modern period, when
churches are not central political institutions able to closely control and regulate the
lives of their members, religiosity is linked more to localized traditions and to socioeconomic conditions than to the power and visibility of the Church. Socio-economic
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adversity (both before 1918 and after 1945) seemed to have enhanced the desire or the
need of many people to practice religious beliefs. Overall, it is clear that one cannot
claim that communism destroyed or reduced religiosity among the Orthodox Christians in Romania . When speaking of "religion under communism" we need to pay
greater attention to these important nuances, which suggest that continuity is the most
important qualifier for describing religious practices, especially in the countryside.
A second and equally important conclusion is that gender norms and assumed
identities have been crucial to how religiosity has developed among Orthodox populations in the modem period. Priests, as both representatives of the Church and
embodiments of a particular ideal of masculine Christianity, have played a central
gendered role in preserving certain dogmatic mandates of the institution and limits
(for both ,-vomen and men, yet in different ways) on performative aspects of religiosity,
but women were also central to how religiosity developed during this period. Their
role was far more informal, and thus it is less clearly evidenced in easy to understand
traces. However, there is no doubt, based on both ethnographic evidence and also
some of the statistics presented in this article, that women's greater religiosity and adherence to specific practices and rituals were essential in rendering Orthodoxy in the
shape it exists today in Romania. The full story of this barely traceable force remains to
be fully recovered and I hope this article has brought about questions among researchers of life under communism in Romania and among gender scholars, as this vast area
of inquiry demands a multi-disciplinary long-term effort, in order to fully understand
phenomena I was able to sketch out in broad and partial ,-vays.
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~ Notes
l. Coliva is the Orthodox sweet dish cooked with boiled ,-vheat, sugar, nuts, and spices, to
embody arld honor the links between the dearly departed and this ,-vorld through a specifically
Christian set of symbols -the wheat as resurrected life, the sweetness of the sugar as the sweetness of Christ's love. See Ofelia Vaduva, Steps toivards the Sacred (Bucharest: Editura Fundapei
culturale romane, 1999).
2. The shortest traditional version ,-vas Bodaproste, a literal translation of Bogda prosit from
Russian- Thanks be to God.
3. Sf. Vineri was torn down after the 1977 earthquake, which provided a convenient reason
(structural instability) to do away with quite a few such places of worship. On these demolitions, see Lidia Anania et al., Bisericile osandite de Ceau~escu, 1977- 1989 (The churches convicted
by Ceau~escu, 1977- 1989) (Bucharest: Editura Anastasia, 1995); Comisia Prezidentiala pentru
Studiul Crimelor Comun.ismului (The Presidential Commission for the study of the crimes of
communism), Raport Final (Final report) (Bucharest, 2006), 466-467.
4. Area of the church ,-vhere women would be traditionally relegated to, its distance from
the altar signifying the lowly status ,-vomen had in the social order of Orthodox communities.
5. Durirlg the communist period women tended to retire ten years earlier than men. The
retirement age for women was 50-55, and for men 60-65. This meant that in most cases, families
in which both parents worked depended on either a kindergarten or grarldmothers to tend to
small children. Although available, daycare ,-vas often unreliable in terms of quality of staff, and
parents preferred to leave small children with retired relatives (i.e., grandmothers or aunts).
Therefore, it is safe to surmise that the impact of women of that generation, given their earlier
retirement age, was significant in general for raising grandchildren. Since the generations I speak
of are also those growing up in the inten-var period (the grandmothers) and respectively in the
1970s (my generation), this furtl1er sheds ligl1t 011 the kind of i1uormation about religiosity that
the older generation, rather than the children's parents, could pass on to their grandchildren.
6. This generalizatio11 is not based 011 the assumption of all people in Romaiua as Orthodox
Cluistian, but rather on available statistics, which indicate that over 80 percent of Romania's
population declared itself Ortl1odox during that period. This included most of those who l1ad
been part of the Greek Catholic Church tl1at had bee11 incorporated i11to the Orthodox 01urcl1
in 1949, accounting for around 8 percent of tl1e total population of the cow1try. Currently, the
proportion is at 87 percent. See Luciai1 Leu~tean, Orthodoxy and the Cold War (London: Palgrave,
2009) and http://ww\.v.rece11San1ai1t.ro (accessed 10 May 2010).
7. On the traditio11 of baptizing infants, see Vasile Raduca, Ghidul cre~tinului ortodox de azi
(The guide for today's Orthodox Ouistian) (Bucl1arest: Hurnanitas, 1998), 141.
8. The Orthodox 01urcl1 has its O\-vn television cl1a1111el and radio station, both of tl1em
operatiI1g most hours of the day.
9. On the positio11 of the Orthodox Church in Roma11ia after 1990, i11cludiI1g its presence iI1
educatio11, see Laviiua Stan and Lucian Turcescu, Religion and Politics in Post-Communist Romania (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).
10. Ibid., 3-4.
11. For a larger perspective 011 the Orthodox Church under communism, see Sabrina Ran1et, Nihil Obstat: Religion, Politics, and Social Change in East-Central Europe and Russia (Durham,
NC: Duke University Press, 1998).
12. The question of how to characterize the development of religiosity an1011g other significant denomiI1ations (Catl1olic, Lutheran, Unitariai1, Calvinist, Jewisl1) falls outside the purview
of this article, tl1ough it would be relevant in terms of tl1e tria11gular relatio11slup among religion, eth11icity, and political ideology/regime.
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13. On secularization, see Comisia Preziden\:iala, Raport, 25; Paul Caravia, Virgiliu Constantinescu, and Flori Stanescu, Biserica fntemnifatii, Romania, 1944- 1989 (The imprisoned church,
Romania, 1944-1989) (Bucharest: INST, 1998); Cristina Paiu§an and Radu Ciuceanu, ed., Biserica
ortodoxii romanii sub regimul comunist, 1945- 1958 (The Romanian Orthodox Church urtder the
communist regime, 1945- 1958), vol. 1 (Bucharest: INST, 2001).
14. In stating that the Orthodox Romanian Church is fundamentally misogynist I am not
making any new claim. There has been an ongoing debate in the past decade over the dogmatic
artd consistent marginalization of ,-vomen qua women from central ritualistic functions and
from any discussion of opening priesthood to ,-vomen. For more on this issue, see Mihaela
Miroiu, "Fetzele patriarhatului" (The faces of patriarchy), Journal for the Study of Religions and
Ideologies, no. 3 (Winter 2002): 207- 226, http://wv.rw.jsri.ro/old/htm1%20version/index/no_3/
mihaela_miroiu-articol.htm (accessed 18 January 2010); Miruna Munteanu, "Editorial feminist,
frigid §i ateu" (Feminist, frigid, and atheist editorial), Ziua, (The day), no. 3452 (13 October
2005), http://W1-vw.ziua.net/display.php?data=2005-10-13&id=186511 (accessed 18 January 2010);
Mihaela Miroiu, "Galceava danciachirilor cu demnitatea spirituala a femeilor" (The quarrel
of the Danciachirs [reference to the author Dan Chiachir] with ,-vomen's spiritual dignity),
Observator cultural (The cultural observer), no. 35 (27 October- 3 November 2005, http://www
.romaniaculturala.ro/articol.php?cod=8277 (accessed 18 January 2010).
15. Christiart symbols dating back to the second century A.O. have been found on what
is today the territory of Romania, but even ardent nationalist scholars place the beginnings of
(proto) Romartian Christianity a few centuries later, in the seventh century A.O. Ho,-vever, the
first canonical recognition of a Metropolitanate in Wallachia and Moldavia is dated much later
(1359 and 1401, respectively). See Mircea Pacurariu, Istoria Bisericii ortodoxe romane (The history
of tl1e Romanian Orthodox Cl1urcl1), vol. 1 (Bucharest: Editura I11stitutului biblic ~i de misiune
al Bisericii ortodoxe romane, 1992), 18.
16. See Pacurariu, Istoria; Elena Niculita-Voronca, Datinele $i credinfele poporului roman adunate $i asezate fn ordine mitologicif. (The traditions a11d beliefs of the Romanian people gathered
artd arrartged it1 n1ythological order) (la§i: Polirom, [1903] 1998); Simion Mel1edi.J1µ, Cre$finismul
ronianesc (Romaniai1 Christia11ity) (Bucharest: Fundatia Anastasia, [1941] 1995); Simion Florea
Mariai1, Trilogia vietii: Na$terea la romani; Nunta la romani; In1normantarea la romani (The trilogy of
life: Birth among the Romanians; weddings among the Romaniat1S; burials among the Romaniat1S) (Bucharest: Editura "Grai §i suflet -Cultural 11a\:ionala," [1890-1902] 1995).
17. See Keith Hitchins, Ortodoxie $i nafionalitate. Andrei Saguna $i romanii din Transilvania. 1846-1873 (Orthodoxy and nationality. Andrei Saguna and the Romaiuans in Transylvania. 1846-1873) (Bucharest: Univers enciclopedic, 1995); Keith Hitchins, Con$fiinfii nafionalii $i
acfiune politica la romanii din Transilvania (1700-1868) (National consciousness and political actio11 among Roma11ians i.J1 Trat1Sylva11ia [1700-1868]) (Cluj: Dacia, 1987); Pacurariu, Istoria.
18. In a recent essay 011 the Greek-Ortl1odox/U11iate Church in Transylvania, Mircea
Pacurariu, one of the most prominent l1istoria11s of tl1e Ortl1odox Churcl1 in Ron1ai1ia, underscores tl1e claim of equating orthodoxy and Roma11ian11ess in his approval of Dumitru
Staniloae's article, "Rolul Ortodoxiei in formarea §i pastrarea fii11tei poporului romfu1 §i a
unitaµi na\:ionale" (The role of Orthodoxy in creating and preserving the identity of the Romaniai1 people ai1d 11ational unity), Ortodoxia (Orthodoxy) 30, no. 4 (1979): 599: "Tlus synthesis of
Lati.Juty ai1d Orthodoxy, itself a miracle and a unique type of originality, has enabled the Ron1a11ian people to maintain its identity, through tl1eir Latinity tl1at ca1mot be mistaken for Slavdom, and through their Orthodoxy that ca1mot be mistaken for the Catl1olicism of their \Nesten1
neighbors." Quoted in Mircea Pacurariu, "Pagini din istoria Bisericii romane§ti. Consideratii
in legatura cu uniatia m Trat1Silvania" (Pages from the history of the Romanian church. Considerations regarding tl1e Uniate [Church] in Transylvania), http://www.sfantuldaniilsihastrul
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.ro/fisiere/uniatia.pdf (accessed 6 May 2010). Please note the title "Pages from the history of the
Romanian church." There is in fact no such church. There are several denominations that also
take on the "Roma11ian" adjective as part of their name, but do not claim to represent Romania
or Romanianness in any official capacity (e.g., the Romanian Orthodox Church).
19. This is especially the case for the population i11 Transylvania and the Banat. Hitchins,
Ortodoxie; idem, Con~tiinfii.
20. Hitchins, Ortodoxie.
21. Marian, Trilogia; Stefania Cristescu-Golopentia, Gospodiiria fn credinfele ~i riturile n1agice
ale femilor din Driigu~ (Fiigiira~) (Household activities in the beliefs and magic rituals of women
from Dragu~ [Fagara~]) (Bucharest: Paideia, 2002); Stefan Dorondel, Moartea ~i apa. Ritualuri
funerare, simbolisn1 acvatic ~i structura lumii de dincolo in imaginarul fiiriinesc (Death and water. Funerary rituals, aquatic symbolism and the structure of the world beyond in the peasant imaginary) (Bucharest: Paideia, 2004); Vaduva, Steps.
22. Anna Careveli-Chaves, "Bridge between Worlds: The Greek Women's Lament as Communicative Event," Journal of American Folklore 93, no. 368 (1980): 129-157; Loring Danforth, The
Death Rituals of Rural Greece (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982); Bette Denich, "Sex
and Power in the Balkans," in Woman, Culture, and Society, ed. M. Rosaldo and L. Lamphere
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1974), 243-262.
23. Vaduva, Steps; Gail Kligman, Wedding of the Dead. Ritual, Poetics, and Popular Culture in
Transylvania (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988); Cristescu-Golopenp.a, Gospodiiria.
24. Marian, Trilogia; Vaduva, Steps.
25. Marian, Inniormantarea, 79, 201.
26. For more 011 tl1e issue of fue gendered aspects of tl1e cult of tl1e dead i11 Roma1ua, see
Maria Bucur, Heroes and Victims. Remembering Romanian's World Wars in the Twentieth Century
(Bloomingto11: Ii1diana U1uversity Press, 2009), cl1. 1.
27. Nae Ionescu, Roza vanturilor. Biserica fiiranilor (The wind vane. Tl1e peasants' church)
(Bucharest: Ed. Roza vanturilor, 1990). ldentifyi11g Ionescu as a "scholar" is not an endorsement
by this author, but rather a11 acknowledgeme11t of the reputation the fascist ideologue e11joyed
during the interwar period, as professor of philosophy at Bucharest University, as ,.vell as the
revival in his reputation amo11g some post-commu11ist intellectual elites.
28. Costion Nicolescu, Elemente de teologie fiiriineasca (Eleme11ts of peasant theology) (Bucharest: Editura vremea XXI, 2005), 10.
29. Dumitru Staniloae, Reflecfii despre spiritualitatea poporului ronian (Reflections 011 the spirituality of tl1e Romanian people) (Bucharest: Editura Elion, 2001).
30. See Leu~teai1, Orthodoxy, 17; Stan and Turcescu, Religion, ch. 2.
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